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1. Overview Information 
  

A) Introduction and background of main event 
 
The City of Pigeon Forge’s annual A Mountain Quiltfest is one of the premier quilting events in North America that is not 
a private for-profit event.  Celebrating its 24th anniversary A Mountain Quiltfest featured 60 vendors from all over the 
world, a quilt show featuring more than 700 quilts, as well as quilting classes taught by nationally-recognized instructors. 
 
The main attraction of A Mountain Quiltfest is that admission is free, which is a rarity among quilt shows of its size with 
such a varied vendor hall included as well.  This year’s A Mountain Quiltfest took place March 20-24, 2018.  Attendance 
for the 2018 A Mountain Quiltfest has been factored at 11,000 people. 
 
In the past, A Mountain Quiltfest had different components all over Pigeon Forge.  Just as recent as 2013 no less than 
five different venues housed a component of the event.  Thankfully, the City of Pigeon Forge completed construction on 
the new LeConte Center at Pigeon Forge, which features more than 240,000 square feet of space.  Now all components 
of A Mountain Quiltfest take place in one convenient location, which makes the event easier and more fun for event 
staff and attendees.   
 

B) Description and Purpose / Objective of Educational Program 
 
The educational component of A Mountain Quiltfest is designed to pass along quilting knowledge and techniques to 
students of varying skill levels.  Instructors are internationally-recognized quilters who have developed not only a major 
following but also have contributed to the importance and artistry of quilting. 
 
This year’s A Mountain Quiltfest featured 72 hands-on educational classes, lectures, bus trips and dinner programs 
connecting class participants to new ways of learning the complex and intricate art of quilting.  Each class session cost a 
moderate fee with different capacities depending upon if the session was a classroom / hands-on, brunch or dinner 
lecture or informational lecture.   
 
Classroom setting sessions were limited to 20 participants while meal lectures and informational lectures allowed for 70 
or so persons to register.  Meal lectures cost $45 and included a locally-crafted piece of Pigeon Forge pottery.  Lectures 
generally cost $20 and could accept up to 200 eager quilters.  The hands-on classes cost $45-75 for a one-day session 
depending on the popularity and name-recognition of the instructor.  Two-day classes cost $150.  Depending on the 
instructor, some classes are half-day classes and last three hours while a whole day class lasts six hours with a ninety 
minute break taking place after the first three hours.  Also, long arm sewing machine classes were offered at the rate       
of $100 per person and were limited to eight people per class. 
 
While the sale of classes generates a great deal of income for the City of Pigeon Forge, A Mountain Quiltfest’s main 
objective with educational programming is to pass along the knowledge and skills of this unique art form to novice and 
skilled quilters so that they can someday pass these skills and traditions on themselves. 
  
  



C) Target Audience / Attendance / Number of Participants 
 
The target audience for A Mountain Quiltfest’s educational component is for females ages 45 and older.  While the 
event does encourage both genders and all ages to take part in quilting classes, event organizers have discovered the 
aforementioned age range is the traditional audience that is becoming the new generation of quilters in that many 
women in that age range are seeing their children off into the world and are looking for a new craft or hobby to keep 
busy.  Other times, participants take quilting classes because it was something they remember their forbearers doing 
when they were younger and they wish to have that connection to their own past to pass on to their children and 
grandchildren. 
 
At this year’s A Mountain Quiltfest more than 850 unique attendees registered for classes and lectures.  While this is 
impressive in a myriad of ways, what is more noteworthy is that class participants are only a small fraction of the overall 
attendance of A Mountain Quiltfest as this year’s event had a cumulative attendance of 11,000. 
 

D) Provide a Detailed Description of the Education Program / Curriculum 
 
For 24 years A Mountain Quiltfest and its educational classes and demonstrations strive to preserve the timeless art of 
quilting.  No matter what an attendee’s quilt making level is, there is something for everyone.  With 72 quilting activities 
covering hands-on techniques and designs ranging from appliqué, hand workmanship (including beading), machine 
workmanship, wearable art or any other style, there is without doubt something available for all levels and interests, as 
well as educational bus trips about quilting featuring historical churches.   
 

E) Who Provided the Education and in What Setting 
 
The educational classes were provided by regional and internationally-recognized instructors contracted by the Pigeon 
Forge Office of Special Events.  Featured instructors at this year’s A Mountain Quiltfest included Karen Kay Buckley, Patti 
Carey, Dawn Cavanaugh, Viola “Vi” Columbe, Christy Fincher, Klaudeen Hansen, Harriet Hargrave, Linda Poole, Sharon 
Schamber and Virginia Walton.  To experienced quilters, this was an all-star dream lineup and this point was further 
proven to event staff as half of the courses offered sold out within three days of going live online in November 2017. 
 
All sessions took place at the LeConte Center in Pigeon Forge, the same facility where both the quilt show and vendor 
hall took place in as well.  The majority of hands-on classes took place in 1,000 square foot rooms in both the South and 
North ends of LeConte Center in Pigeon Forge with students being provided electrical hookups for their sewing machine 
as well as a six foot table and chair with two irons and ironing boards setup inside each room should they be needed for 
any classes.  Meal lectures took place in part of the Greenbrier Hall C room as it provided much more space for round 
tables, buffet lines and staging for lectures.  Lectures generally took place in the Greenbrier Hall rooms as well, except 
the floor layout was theater style as meals were not provided.   
 
Additionally, demonstrations took place several times daily in the Exhibit Hall.  Demonstrations ranged from fabric 
design to working with photos to create backgrounds.  All demos were free and participants often receiving free gifts as 
well.  For the second consecutive year, the Historic Churches of Sevier County Bus Tours provided an educational outing 
that corresponded to the churches featured on panels of fabric produced by Holloway’s Country Home for A Mountain 
Quiltfest.  
 

F) Involvement by Local Educational Institutions and Professional Education (if any) 
 
With the education provided by A Mountain Quiltfest being nontraditional in terms of how universities and school 
systems function, there was no true involvement of local educational institutions.   
 
Although professional institutions were not involved in promoting or participating in A Mountain Quiltfest, the 
education offered was provided by world-renowned professional quilting instructors who have years of experiencing 
teaching the craft and artistry involved in quilting. 



 

G) What was the Take-Away for Attendees / Participants? 
 
A Mountain Quiltfest class participants were able to participate in hands-on classes learning skills and techniques they 
can take home with them and further apply to their own work.  By taking classes and learning new skills, whether it be 
hand workmanship, machine workmanship, appliqué, fabric dying, etc., each student is adding a new proverbial tool to 
his or her repertoire. 
 
Once a skill is learned, no one can take that away.  By having learned such techniques from the talented and 
internationally-recognized instructors present at A Mountain Quiltfest, students can apply those skills to their own quilt 
work so they can sell their quilts or have a better chance at winning quilt show competitions.    
 

H) Duration of Program (Start to Finish) and Years Program has been Part of Event 
 
Quilting classes have been a component of A Mountain Quiltfest since the event’s inception 24 years ago; however, the 
early days featured local instructors whereas the event has grown so much since that time that local instructors account 
for a small portion of classes, while internationally-recognized instructors make up the vast majority of classroom 
education. 
 
In 2018, A Mountain Quiltfest classes began at 8:30 a.m. on Tuesday, March 20 and continued through Saturday, March 
24 with all classes concluding at 4:00 p.m. that afternoon.  With 72 classes, lectures and meal lectures offered (as well as 
demos and Make & Take classes), attendees had no shortage of educational hands-on quilting options.    
 
 

I) Tie-In of Program to Main Event 
 
Quilting classes and demonstrations tie-in to the main event of A Mountain Quiltfest in that without teaching people of 
varying skill levels the different techniques, methods and styles of quilting, then that timeless art itself will begin a 
downward trajectory to where it will cease.   
 
While roughly 850 attendees paid to take quilting classes at A Mountain Quiltfest, 10,150 estimated more attendees 
flocked to the event to shop the Exhibit Hall attend demonstrations and Make & Take classes and to see more than 700 
plus quilts on display in A Mountain Quiltfest’s remarkable free quilt show. 
 
With an event such as A Mountain Quiltfest that is organized by a city government department, quilting classes must be 
successfully implemented as a component of the event so that more people will learn how to quilt in varying ways and 
will submit their work in quilt shows.  By connecting different components like this together, they tie-in and sustain each 
other – people entering quilts taking classes and class participants entering quilts for crowds attending to see and 
perhaps drawing more people in to learning how to quilt.  In all, it is a cycle that hopefully sustains itself so long as 
quality is provided both in the quilt instructors and classes selected and the quilts entered into the quilt show.      
 

J) Overall Revenue/Expense Budget of Program 
 
The total overall budget for A Mountain Quiltfest in 2018 was $84,000.  The budget is dispensed in a variety of ways as 
indicated in the pie chart on the following page. 
 
 
 



A Mountain Quiltfest Budget in 2018 
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Quilt Show & Vendor Hall

Advertising/Printing

Contractors

Travel/Lodging
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As the chart illustrates, 41.5% of the budget is allocated toward the educational component of the event as it relates to 
classes and instructor fees. 
 
In regard to revenue generated by A Mountain Quiltfest, $133,418 was new money brought in by the event through 
merchandise sales, classes and vendor fees.  Also, this does not take into account the economic impact A Mountain 
Quiltfest had on the local businesses, such as hotels, restaurants, attractions and shops.  Based on a study conducted by 
the Pigeon Forge Department of Tourism’s Marketing Division, the findings they have produced show an economic 
impact of 1.3 million dollars from the 2018 iteration of A Mountain Quiltfest. 
 

K) Description of Sponsor / Charity / Volunteer / School / Other Group Involvement with Program and 
Benefits to Each (If Applicable) 
 
A Mountain Quiltfest has many sponsors and volunteers who continuously assist with making the overall event an 
annual success on all fronts.   
 
While volunteers were not used in the classroom, there were many of them stationed on each classroom wing of 
LeConte Center in Pigeon Forge with radios so event staff could communicate with them, as well as the volunteers 
working at Information and those policing the Quilt Show. 
 
Roughly 20 volunteers handled these positions while the two local quilt guilds who assist with the event – the 
Piecemakers and Sevier Valley Quilters – additionally staffed the Quilt Show with member of their ranks and assisted 
throughout the year with securing antique quilts, as well as cataloging, hanging and returning quilts to their owners.     
 
Sponsor involvement in A Mountain Quiltfest was vital to making the overall event a major success for its 24th 
anniversary.  Sponsors generated a substantial amount of funds to assist in offsetting varying event needs.  Sponsors 
generated a total of $6,700 cash in addition to $42,531 of products and services that were donated and given to class 
participants.  The in-kind sponsorship giveaways included fabrics, gift bags, instruction books, quilt kits, sewing machines 
and an entire state-of-the-art cutting table with all templets and mat, as well as entire quilt room setups. 
 

 
 
 



L) Overall Effectiveness / Success of Program 
 
Quilting Classes offered at the 24th annual A Mountain Quiltfest were remarkably successful.  Pigeon Forge Office of 
Special Events staff credit this to having the most star-studded lineup of internationally-recognized instructors ever 
featured in the storied history of A Mountain Quiltfest.  According to ticket sales information, 50% of classes sold out in 
the first few days after going live online at www.mypigeonforge.com.   
 
In addition to the classes and demos offered, A Mountain Quiltfest also offers educational Antique Bed Turnings 
featuring quilts made prior to 1968.  Antique Bed Turnings were narrated by local quilt guild members and provided 
information regarding each quilt’s age, owner, pattern name, construction technique and other interesting facts. 
 
Furthermore, through the quilting classes, sponsorships and vendor booth fees, A Mountain Quiltfest not only paid for 
itself but also grossed additional money.  No other city-sponsored event has yet to do this as the events owned and 
operated by the city and department of tourism are designed to bring people into Pigeon Forge during slow travel 
periods to boost business for local hotels, restaurants, attractions and shops that need visitors to travel from other areas 
to sustain their businesses.  As a result, not only was the event able to meet that goal but it proceeded to go  above and 
beyond expectations by generating event revenue to cover its own expense – a definite win/win for the City of Pigeon 
Forge and its business owners. 
 
As a result of this success, it will be very hard to duplicate it; however, a challenge like that is never something event 
planners ignore.  Instead, challenges pose opportunities for added growth and new layers to what sorts of quilting 
classes and instructors that can be brought in to make future A Mountain Quiltfest events as wildly successful as the 
2018 installment.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.mypigeonforge.com/


2. Supporting Question 
 

Supporting Questions: What Did You do to Update / Change This Program from the Year Before?  Were Your 
Updates / Changes Successful?  (Provide Measurable Results / Examples) 
 
This year’s A Mountain Quiltfest was a very special one for one major change/addition to assist with educational efforts, 
which was adding a second set of Historic Churches of Sevier County Bus Tours.   
 
Following the success of 2017’s tours, a new A tour and B tour were composed ofr this year’s event.  In addition, the 
2017 set was also utilized agin for this year’s show.  A photographer was commissioned to take pictures of the many 
historical churches and from these a panel of twelve historical churches was created.  A quilt created from this panel 
was given to one lucky participant at this year’s event via Holloway’s County Home. 
 
The City of Pigeon Forge commissioned a local historian and storyteller, Kathy Gwinn, to continue last year’s tours while 
also developing the new set for 2018.  Kathy took a  maximum of 30 guests each morning on either the A tour or  B tour 
while a second local storyteller, Ruth Carr Miller, took a maximum of 30 guests on the 2017 trips.  Each tour featured six 
churches and all of their stories.  Tours ran from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. daily.  During the tours, guests had the opportunity 
to step off the bus at each location to take their own pictures and possibly even go inside some of the churches.  A lunch 
stop was included in each tour where guests will have an opportunity to enjoy one of our local restaurants and share 
even more of our local flavor.  Each restaurant has been choosen as a salute to one of our major sponsors of A Mountain 
Quiltfest.   
 
All six bus trips sold out and attendees who missed out on the trips have been clamoring for them to be included as part 
of A Mountain Quiltfest 2019. 
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2018 INSTRUCTORS 

 Bobbie Bergquist, Vendor Instructor, Quilters Treasure, Rindge, NH    www.quilterstreasure.com  

 Laura Brobst, Regional Instructor, Knoxville, TN     Illbquilting@gmail.com   

 Karen Kay Buckley, Featured Instructor, Carlisle, PA     www.KarenKayBuckley.com.  

 Patti Carey, Featured Instructor, Northcott Fabrics, Vaughn, Ontario, CA  Patti.carey@Northcott.net.  

 Dawn Cavanaugh, APQS National Education Director, Ankeny, Iowa    www.dawncavanaugh.com.  

 Viola (Vi) Colombe, Featured Instructor, Mission, SD 

 Linda Crouch-McCreadie, Vendor Instructor, Tennessee Quilts, Jonesborough, TN      www.tennesseequilts.com.  

 Ann Drothler, Regional Instructor, Crossville, TN     gmaann@charter.net.  

Cristy Fincher, Featured Instructor, Tempe, AZ     Purple Daisies, LLC     blog at Sew Much Like Mom. 

  Klaudeen Hansen, Featured Instructor, Sun Prairie, WI    American Quilters.com/authors. 

 

 Harriet Hargrave, Featured Instructor, Wheat Ridge, CO   www.Harriethargrave.com.  

http://www.quilterstreasure.com/
mailto:Illbquilting@gmail.com
http://www.karenkaybuckley.com/
mailto:Patti.carey@Northcott.net
http://www.dawncavanaugh.com/
http://www.tennesseequilts.com/
mailto:gmaann@charter.net
http://www.harriethargrave.com/


  Sara Key, Vendor Instructor, Dizzy Diva’s Fabric Shop, Knoxville, TN       www.dizzydivasfabricshop.com.   

   Debora Konchinsky, Vendor Instructor, Critter Pattern Works, Breinigsville, PA     www.critterpat.com.  

  Ray Nelson, Regional Instructor, Sevierville, TN (US Army, Retired)           raynelson@west-point.org 

  Linda Poole, Featured Instructor, Milford, PA www.lindampoole.com.   

  Sharon Schamber, Featured Instructor, Master Quilter, Payson, AZ         www.sharonschamber.com.  

  Delores Storm, Vendor Instructor, Lakadaisies Designs, Lampassas, TX         www.lakadaisies.com.  

  Virginia Walton, Featured Instructor, Albuquerque, NM  www.creativecurves.com. 
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2018 A MOUNTAIN QUILTFEST 

DEMONSTRATION SCHEDULE 

     

Wednesday - March 21, 2018 
     

9:30 a.m. Iva's Machine Quilting & Sewing Center - Ruler Demonstration 
   Learn new tips and tricks about working with various rulers  
      

11:00 a.m. Patti Carey - Northcott Fabrics - Trunk Show    
     

2:00 p.m. Dizzy Divas Fabric - Sara Key - Pineapple Trim Tool    
   Show how to use the tool to cut the Pineapple Block    
     

4:00 p.m. Rivers Edge - Nancy Mason - Strip Tubing    
     Fast, Fun, Accurate Quilts of many sizes using Strip Tubing   
   Technique - Book & Ruler    
     
Thursday - March 22, 2018 
     

9:30 a.m. Iva's Machine Quilting & Sewing Center - Ruler Demonstration 
   Learn new tips and tricks about working with various rulers  
      

11:00 a.m. Patti Carey - Northcott Fabrics - Trunk Show    
     

2:00 p.m. Calico Cupboard - Delbert Godsy - Featherweight Care    
   How to clean, oil and adjust a Featherweight Sewing Machine 
   

4:00 p.m. Dizzy Divas Fabric - Sara Key - Curvy Log Cabin Ruler    
   Show how to cut after logs are sewn together in each position 
   of the ruler    
     
Friday - March 23, 2018 
     

9:30 a.m. Dizzy Divas Fabric - Sara Key - Corner Clipper    



   Show how ruler can cut different sizes of triangles without dog  
ears    

     
11:00 a.m. Martelli Enterprises, Inc. - The Martelli Cutting System    

   Discover the most accurate way to cut fabric utilizing the most  
   innovative products on the market.    
     

2:00 p.m. Old South Fabrics - Wanda Coley - Moda Cake & Cupcake 
Reciepes 

      Learn how to sew 10 inch and 5 inch squares using Moda's Cake  
Recipes as your guide to create various blocks and design quilts.  
Easy technique!    

     
Saturday - March 24, 2018 
     

9:30 a.m. Iva's Machine Quilting & Sewing Center - Ruler Demonstration 
   Learn new tips and tricks about working with various rulers  
  

11:00 a.m. Dizzy Divas Fabric - Sara Key - Flange Ruler    
Show how a two sided binding creates a flange on the quilt to 
sew on machine    

     
2:00 p.m. Rivers Edge Quilt Shop - Nancy Mason - Stripology    

Fast, Accurate Cutting with creative Grids Ruler.  Will demo also 
using tool to cut precuts into really cool quilt blocks.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Antique Quilt Bed Turnings 

Come and listen as local quilters and guild members narrate special bed turnings of antique quilts 

made prior to 1968.  Detailed information about the quilts including their age, owner, construction 

techniques and pattern origin will be revealed.  Also, interesting historical and special information 

such as why the quilt was made, for whom it was made, and for what special occasion it was made 

will also be provided, if available. 

Two sets of quilts, an (A) set and (B) set, are alternated throughout the week at the LeConte Center 

at Pigeon Forge according to the schedule below. 

Wednesday  10 a.m. (A)   1 p.m. (B)   3 p.m. (A) 

Thursday  10 a.m. (B)   1 p.m. (A)   3 p.m. (B) 

Friday  10 a.m. (A)   1 p.m. (B)   3 p.m. (A) 

Saturday  10 a.m. (B)   1 p.m. (A) (Last Turning) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Historic Churches of Sevier County Bus Trip – Quilt Pattern 

 


